A curious and unexpected result of the impact of
Introduction
Diatomic sulfur was observed in absorption by the Hubble Space Telescope in the near UV for the large G impact [Noll et al., } 1995] . The observation was made about 104 seconds after the impact took place, at the center of the impact site, over a footprint roughly 3000 km across. The reported column abundance was 5x10 "4 g cm -2 ] Noll et al., 1995] , although this may be an overestimate [R. Yelle, pers comm., 1995] . If the sulfur were uniformly distributed over the entire impact site, a region more than 104 kin across, the mass of S 2 would be of order 5x10 TM g. Even if restricted to the somewhat smaller region actually observed, the impact produced some 5x1013 g of S 2. These are enormous masses of sulfur.
Where did it come from? Why $2? Why so much? Where did it go?
Model Description
In this paper we address sulfur chemistry in shocked jovian and cometary gas using both an explicitly time-dependent kinetics model and a comprehensive thermochemical equilibrium model, the latter previously developed to study Jupiter at rest [Fegley and Lodders, 1994a] and Raizer, 1967, pp. 564-571; Prinn and Fegley, 1987}; Zahnle, 1990] .
In 
Parcel Histories
We consider two kinds of parcel histories. One kind models the explosion and the subsequent expansion of the fireball. The initial shock conditions, mass of shocked material, and expansion velocity are specified to agree with those generated by a strong point explosion. Thereafter the parcel cools adiabatically as it expands.
The second kind models the impact of the plume with the atmosphere.
In the latter models the pressure is held constant at a low value (of order 1 I.tbar to 1 mbar), characteristic of pressures in the reentry shock [Zahnle and Mac Low, 1995] . Note that a given parcel is generally shocked twice; i.e., a parcel shocked near the impact site is ejected at high velocity and is shocked again when it reenters the atmosphere. Hence the final state of the gas depends on the second shock. Figure 1 shows an illustrative parcel history taken directly from a numerical model.
The fireball. The mass of air Mf shocked to a temperature greater than T' is approximately
Eq. 1 assumes an impact velocity of 60 kin/s, a mean molecular weight of 2.4, and T=l.4. The lower bound approximates the sedov solution for a strong explosion and the upper bound assumes that the energy of the impact is spread uniformly over the entire mass of shocked gas; i.e., the upper bound would apply if the shocked gas were well mixed.
Atmospheric reentry.
The mass of air accelerated to a velocity greater than v by a typical SL-9 explosion is [Zahnle and Mac Low, 1995] M r (>v) = 100 m i
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where t_ = 1.5, and v<15 km/s. The peak shock temperature is
where the equality is for a strong shock, and v z is the normal component of the reentry velocity. T' can be much higher if the gas is polluted with cometary material, because the cometary material raises the mean molecular weight. Material ejected at 5 km/s falls about r=v2/g= 1000 km from the impact site.
We assume a cooling curve in the reentry shock of
where T' denotes the peak shock temperature. We have taken to=20 s. It must be emphasized that Eq. 4, while generically representative of real parcels, is essentially an arbitrary construct. here 20 gbars, in the reentry shock strongly favor the disequilibmm production of S 2 .
Results

Figure 2 focuses on
abundances, carbon is enhanced by a factor of 2.3, nitrogen by 1.5, and sulfur by a factor of 7. There is no water. The temperature and pressure history of the parcel were designed to approximate the history shown in Figure 1 .
The primary products of the dry fireball are 112 S and CS 2, which are quenched at roughly 1 bar and 2000 K. The high quench temperature and pressure strongly favor the production of H2S (c.f, Fig. 3 ). By contrast the radicals H, S, HS, and CS continue to react. In this example essentially all the CS is converted to CS 2. We find that S 2 becomes a major product only for peak shock temperatures exceeding about 104 K, for which the quench pressure of an adiabatically expanded parcel is low.
_llae reentry shock in Fig 2 assumes T'=2500 and a pressure of 10 gbar. In this particular simulation S 2 is the major sulfur species from 500 to 2x104s.
As the parcel cools the bulk of the sulfur converts to the stable low temperature allotrope S 8. The period of S 2 dominance is controlled by the cooling timescale and the pressure. At 1 mbar conversion to S 8 occurs at 500 K, at 10 labar conversion is delayed until T drops to 250 K. At low temperatures the thermodynamically preferred H 2 S reappears when atomic hydrogen disappears.
Production of S 2 in a cooling hydrogen-rich gas is driven by the recombination of molecular hydrogen.
The key reactions are
All three reactions are exothermic. The net reaction is 211 + 2112S _ S2 + 3tt 2
The equilibrium increasingly favors the products as the temperature drops.
We calculate chemical products of the fireball by dividing the shocked air into concentric shells. Each shell is shocked to a peak temperature T'. The mass of a shell is determined from Eq. Table 2 . Essentially all the S 8 in Table 2 was at one time $2. Evidently the ItST first observed S 2 before it converted to S 8. (14) a Assumes a 1014 g comet. 
The Comet
The comet provides a second chemical environment, one that is unlike jovian air. We consider two "comet" compositions: a "wet" comet with a solar water to carbon ratio, and a "dry" comet from which 70% of the water has been lost. On the other hand, the reported detection of a great deal of OCS [Lellouche et al., 1995] argues that the comet was dry. Here rmains a puzzle. 
Thermochemical Equilibrium
